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IMPORTANT: If you are in any doubt about the contents of this notice, you should immediately consult your 

stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant or financial adviser. Unless otherwise defined, terms in this 

notice shall have the same meaning as that in the Prospectus and the Hong Kong Covering Document of the Fund 

(as defined below). 

 

The Securities and Futures Commission (“SFC”) authorization is not a recommendation or endorsement of the 

Fund nor does it guarantee the commercial merits of the Fund or its performance. It does not mean that the Fund 

is suitable for all investors, nor is it an endorsement of its suitability for any particular investor or class of 

investors.  

 

CCB Principal Asset Management Co., Ltd. (“the Manager”) accepts full responsibility for accuracy of the 

information contained in this notice and confirms, having made all reasonable enquiries, that to the best of its 

knowledge and belief, there are no other facts the omission of which would make every statement misleading and 

that opinions expressed in this notice have been arrived at after due and careful consideration.  

 
 

CCB Principal Selected Growth Mixed Asset Fund* 

(*The name of the fund is not indicative of the fund’s performance and return)  

 

Elaboration of investment strategy and Addition of risk warnings in relation to the 

Science and Technology Innovation Board (“STAR Board”) 

 
 

Dear Investors,  

 

Elaboration of investment strategy  

We, the Manager of the Fund, wish to inform you that following the launch by the Shanghai Stock 

Exchange of the Science and Technology Innovation Board and its first day of trading (22 July 2019) 

(“the Effective Date”), the Fund may invest substantially in stocks listed and traded on the ChiNext 

market, the STAR Board and the Small and Medium Enterprise (“SME”) board.  

 

The section ‘Additional disclosures on investments of the Fund’ in the Hong Kong Covering Document 

is updated accordingly.  

 

Addition of risk warnings 

In the Hong Kong Covering Document of the Fund, under the section titled ‘Specific risks relating to 

the Fund’s investment’, the following paragraph ‘Risks associated with the Small and Medium 

Enterprise (SME) board, ChiNext market and/or the Science and Technology Innovation Board (STAR 

Board)’ has been added:  

 

“Risks associated with the Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) Board, ChiNext market and/or 

the Science and Technology Innovation Board (STAR Board)  

 Higher fluctuation on stock prices and liquidity risk: Listed companies on the SME board, 

ChiNext market and/or STAR Board are usually of emerging nature with smaller operating 

scale. In particular, listed companies on STAR Board are subject to wider price fluctuation 

limits, and due to higher entry thresholds for investors may have limited liquidity, compared 

to other boards. Hence, companies listed on these boards are subject to higher fluctuation in 

stock prices and liquidity risks and have higher risks and turnover ratios than companies listed 

on the main board.  

 Over-valuation risk: Stocks listed on SME board, ChiNext and/or STAR Board may be 

overvalued and such exceptionally high valuation may not be sustainable. Stock price may 

be more susceptible to manipulation due to fewer circulating shares. 



 Differences in regulation: The rules and regulations regarding companies listed on the 

ChiNext market and STAR Board are less stringent in terms of profitability and share capital 

than those in the main board and SME board.  

 Delisting risk: It may be more common and faster for companies listed on the SME board, 

ChiNext market and/or STAR Board to delist. In particular, STAR Board has stricter criteria 

for delisting compared to other boards. This may have an adverse impact on the Fund if the 

companies that it invests in are delisted. 

 Concentration risk: STAR Board is a newly established board and may have a limited number 

of listed companies during the initial stage. Investments in STAR Board may be concentrated 

in a small number of stocks and subject the Fund to higher concentration risk. 

 

Investments in the SME board, the ChiNext market and/or the STAR Board may result in significant 

losses for the Fund and its investors.” 

 

The Product Key Facts Statement (“KFS”) of the Fund is also updated to reflect the above changes 

accordingly.  

 

The updated Hong Kong Covering Document and the KFS (“the HKCD and KFS”) are now available 

in electronic form on the website of the Hong Kong Representative, Principal Investment & Retirement 

Services Limited (www.principal.com.hk^). The HKCD and KFS are available in Traditional Chinese 

and English, and printed copies of the HKCD and KFS will be made available on request at the 

registered office of the Hong Kong Representative (30/F, Millennium City 6, 392 Kwun Tong Road, 

Kwun Tong, Kowloon). 

 

 

Please note that we issued an announcement dated 21 June 2019 on various funds under our 

management that may invest in the STAR Board and regarding the risks of investing in the STAR Board 

(“the Announcement”). Please refer to the attached Announcement (translated version) for your 

reference. Please note that in the Announcement, except the Fund, all other funds are not authorized by 

the SFC and not available to Hong Kong investors.  

 

 

If you have any queries, please direct these to the Hong Kong Representative at 30/F, Millennium City 

6, 392 Kwun Tong Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon or by telephone at its telephone number: (852) 2117 

8383. 

 

^This website has not been reviewed by the SFC 

 

CCB Principal Asset Management Co., Ltd. 

 

23 August 2019 



 
CCB Principal Asset Management Co., Ltd.  

Participating in STAR Board Investment and Related Risks 
 

Based on relevant laws and regulations and the fund contract, various funds under the management of 

CCB Principal Asset Management Co., Ltd.  (“Fund Manager”) may invest in the stocks of the Science and 

Technology Innovation Board (“STAR Board”). A list of funds that can be invested in the STAR Board is 

annexed. 

The details are as follows: 

1. The stocks listed on the STAR Board are stocks issued and listed in China in accordance with law, 

and belong to the scope of the listed stocks regulated in paragraph 1 of Article 72 of Funds Law.  

2. Investment scope stated in the fund contracts of the funds listed in the annex also includes stocks 

issued and listed in accordance with domestic law and investment in stocks on STAR Board 

complies with the investment objectives, investment strategies, investment scopes, investment 

restrictions, features of risks and income and related risk control requirements stated in the fund 

contracts of the funds. 

3. When Fund Manager invest in the stocks on STAR Board, they will follow the principle of prudence 

to maintain consistency in the fund’s investment style and take measures on liquidity risk 

management on STAR Board investment.  

Investors please note that funds that invest in STAR Board have the following risks: 

Funds assets invested in STAR Board stocks may suffer specific risks from differences such as the 

investment targets, market systems and transaction rules of STAR Board. This includes but is not limited 

to liquidity risk, delisting risk, concentration risk, market risk, systematic risk and policy risk etc. The fund 

may vary depending on the investment strategy needs or the market environment where a portion of 

investment funds may not necessarily be invested into the STAR Board stocks.  

Specific risks of Investment in stocks on STAR Board include but not limited to: 

(1) Liquidity Risk 

STAR Board’s investment threshold is high, each investor need to meet certain conditions to be able to 

participate in the stock investment of the STAR Board where the liquidity of STAR Board stocks may be 

weaker than other market sectors, where there may be a risk that the stocks cannot be traded and other 

liquidity risk. 

(2) Delisting Risk 

The delisting system of STAR Board is stricter than that of the main board where the delisting period is 

shorter, and the delisting process is faster and there are more situations where delisting may occur. There 

is also no system of suspension of listing, resumption of listing and re-listing. Listed companies may also 

face a greater risk of delisting.  

(3) Risk of Investment Concentration 



STAR Board listed enterprises are all science and technology innovation growth enterprises. The 

characteristics of its business model, profit risk, performance fluctuation etc are relatively similar. It is 

difficult to reduce investment risk through diversification of investment. If the stock price fluctuates in the 

same direction, the net value of the funds will fluctuate accordingly. Besides, STAR Board is a new trading 

platform, there may be less initial bids where there is a tendency for investors to concentrate on investing 

in a small number of shares resulting in the high concentration conditions in the market.  

(4) Market Risk 

The stocks of STAR Board are mainly from the new generation of information technology, high-end 

equipment, new materials, new energy, energy conservation and environmental protection, bio-medicine 

as well as high-tech and strategic emerging industries. Most enterprises are start-up companies where 

future earnings, cash flow and valuation will be uncertain, which are different from traditional secondary 

market investment targets. Therefore, the overall investment is increased, which means that there will be 

increased stock market risk for STAR Board.  

STAR Board stock bidding trading set a wide range of price limits. There is no price limit of the stocks on 

the first 5 trading days after listing on STAR Board and the price limit of the stocks on the following trading 

day is up or down 20%.  

(5) Systematic Risk 

All the enterprises in STAR Board are more highly recognized by the market and have similar business 

operation and profit model, therefore stocks listed on STAR Board are highly correlated and the systematic 

risk will be more significant when the market underperforms.  

(6) Policy Risk 

Changes in the state’s support and emphasis on high-tech industries will have a great impact on 

enterprises of the STAR Board, and changes in international economic situation will also have a policy 

impact on strategic emerging industries and stocks of the STAR Board. 

Our company promises honesty and the principle of diligence by seriously assessing the risk of investing 

in STAR Board before making prudent investment decisions. When an investor invests in a fund managed 

by our company, the relevant fund contract should be read carefully, alongside the prospectus and other 

documents to have a comprehensive understanding of the features of risk and income as well as 

understanding the product by listening to the advice of the appropriate dealer. Each investor can make 

an independent decision about fund investments before choosing the appropriate fund product based on 

one’s risk tolerance, investment tenure and investment objective.  

 

This notice is hereby given.  

CCB Principal Asset Management Co., Ltd. 

21 June 2019 

 

Annexed: List of securities investment funds that can invest in STAR Board  



*Please note that except CCB Principal Selected Growth Mixed Asset Fund (item 60 of the list), all other 

funds have not been authorized by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong and therefore 

are not available for sale to the public of Hong Kong. The English names of these funds are not included 

in the English version of this notice. 

 

Item Name of the fund* 

1 建信消费升级混合型证券投资基金 

2 建信安心保本混合型证券投资基金 

3 建信创新中国混合型证券投资基金 

4 建信中证 500指数增强型证券投资基金 

5 建信健康民生混合型证券投资基金 

6 建信改革红利股票型证券投资基金 

7 建信中小盘先锋股票型证券投资基金 

8 建信潜力新蓝筹股票型证券投资基金 

9 建信睿盈灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

10 建信信息产业股票型证券投资基金 

11 建信环保产业股票型证券投资基金 

12 建信稳健回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

13 建信新经济灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

14 建信鑫安回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

15 建信互联网+产业升级股票型证券投资基金 

16 建信精工制造指数增强型证券投资基金 

17 建信鑫丰回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

18 建信大安全战略精选股票型证券投资基金 

19 建信鑫荣回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

20 建信现代服务业股票型证券投资基金 

21 建信中国制造 2025股票型证券投资基金 

22 建信鑫利灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

23 建信裕利灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

24 建信弘利灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

25 建信汇利灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

26 建信兴利灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

27 建信多因子量化股票型证券投资基金 

28 建信瑞丰添利混合型证券投资基金 

29 建信鑫瑞回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

30 建信瑞福添利混合型证券投资基金 

31 建信民丰回报定期开放混合型证券投资基金 

32 建信量化优享定期开放灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

33 建信鑫稳回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 



34 建信鑫利回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

35 建信鑫泽回报灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

36 建信高端医疗股票型证券投资基金 

37 建信量化事件驱动股票型证券投资基金 

38 建信智享添鑫定期开放混合型证券投资基金 

39 建信福泽安泰混合型基金中基金(FOF) 

40 建信龙头企业股票型证券投资基金 

41 建信战略精选灵活配置混合型证券投资基金 

42 
建信 MSCI中国 A股国际通交易型开放式指数证券投资基金发起式联接

基金 

43 建信创业板交易型开放式指数证券投资基金发起式联接基金 

44 建信上证 50交易型开放式指数证券投资基金发起式联接基金 

45 建信福泽裕泰混合型基金中基金(FOF) 

46 建信中证 1000指数增强型发起式证券投资基金 

47 建信深证基本面 60交易型开放式指数证券投资基金联接基金 

48 建信优享稳健养老目标一年持有期混合型基金中基金(FOF) 

49 建信双利策略主题分级股票型证券投资基金 

50 建信央视财经 50指数分级发起式证券投资基金 

51 深证基本面 60交易型开放式指数证券投资基金 

52 建信创业板交易型开放式指数证券投资基金 

53 建信沪深 300指数证券投资基金(LOF) 

54 建信优势动力混合型证券投资基金(LOF) 

55 建信丰裕多策略灵活配置混合型证券投资基金(LOF) 

56 上证社会责任交易型开放式指数证券投资基金 

57 建信上证 50交易型开放式指数证券投资基金 

58 建信 MSCI中国 A股国际通交易型开放式指数证券投资基金 

59 建信恒久价值混合型证券投资基金 

60 
CCB Principal Selected Growth Mixed Asset Fund *(*The name of the fund is 
not indicative of the fund’s performance and return) 

61 建信优化配置混合型证券投资基金 

62 建信核心精选混合型证券投资基金 

63 建信上证社会责任交易型开放式指数证券投资基金联接基金 

64 建信内生动力混合型证券投资基金 

65 建信积极配置混合型证券投资基金 

66 建信恒稳价值混合型证券投资基金 

67 建信深证 100指数增强型证券投资基金 

68 建信社会责任混合型证券投资基金 
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CCB Principal Selected Growth Mixed Asset Fund* 

(*The name of the fund is not indicative of the fund’s performance and return) 

 
Additional Information for Hong Kong Investors 

 
Hong Kong Covering Document 

 
 August 2019 

 
CCB Principal Selected Growth Mixed Asset Fund (the “Fund”) is a fund constituted 
pursuant to a fund contract between the Manager (as defined below) and the Custodian (as 
defined below) effective on 8 September 2006 under the laws of the Mainland (as defined 
below) and is authorized by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong (‘SFC”) 
under section 104 of the Securities and Futures Ordinance for public offering in Hong Kong 
pursuant to the Mainland - Hong Kong Mutual Recognition of Funds (“MRF”) arrangement. 
The Fund has been approved by and is subject to the ongoing supervision of the China 
Securities Regulatory Commission (“CSRC”).  
 
This document, the hong kong covering document (“Hong Kong Covering”) and the product 
key facts statement (“Product KFS”), are prepared for distribution in Hong Kong only and 
must be read in conjunction with the prospectus of the Fund as updated from time to time (the 
“Prospectus”) as registered with the Fund’s home regulator, the CSRC. This document and 
the Product KFS containing additional information for Hong Kong investors together with the 
Prospectus form the offering documents of the Fund for the distribution of Units (as defined 
below) in the Fund in Hong Kong. Units of the Fund are offered only on the basis of the 
information contained in this document, the Prospectus and the Product KFS, and must be 
accompanied by the latest annual report and if published thereafter, the latest half-yearly and 
quarterly report of the Fund. 
 
If there are inconsistencies between the information set out in this document and the 
information in the Prospectus, the information disclosed in this document relating to Units 
offered to Hong Kong investors shall prevail. Words and expressions defined in the Prospectus 
have the same respective meanings when used in this document. Investors should carefully 
review the Fund’s investment objectives, features and all the risks involved before making a 
decision to invest. 
 
CCB Principal Asset Management Co., Ltd. is the manager of the Fund (the “Manager”), 
and whose registered address is at 16/F, Winland International Business Center, No. 7 
Finance Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China. The Manager is registered and operates in 
the Mainland in accordance with Mainland laws and regulations and is licensed by the CSRC 
to manage publicly offered securities investment funds. 
 
The Manager accepts full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in the 
Prospectus, the Hong Kong Covering and the Product KFS, and confirms, having made all 
reasonable enquiries, that to the best of its knowledge and belief there are no other facts the 
omission of which would make any statement misleading. 
 
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited is appointed as the custodian of the 
Fund (the “Custodian”). It is qualified to act as custodian for publicly offered securities 
investment funds pursuant to Mainland laws and regulations. 
 
IMPORTANT – If you are in any doubt about the contents of the Prospectus, this 
document, or the Product KFS, you should seek independent professional financial 
advice. 
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SFC authorization is not a recommendation or endorsement of the Fund nor does it 
guarantee the commercial merits of the Fund or its performance. It does not mean that 
the Fund is suitable for all investors, nor is it an endorsement of its suitability for any 
particular investor or class of investors. 
 
In relation to the funds referred to in the Hong Kong offering documents of the Fund 
including the Prospectus, the Fund is authorized by the SFC for offering to the public 
in Hong Kong pursuant to section 104 of the Securities and Futures Ordinance.  
 
Warning: Please note that other funds mentioned in the Hong Kong offering documents 
of the Fund including the Prospectus may not be authorized by the SFC for offering to 
the public in Hong Kong. It is an offence to offer any of these funds which have not 
been authorized by the SFC to the public in Hong Kong unless an exemption under 
section 103 of the Securities and Futures Ordinance applies. Intermediaries should take 
note of this. 
 
Without prejudice to the principle of fair and the same treatment for Mainland and Hong 
Kong investors, some of the services or information set out in the Prospectus may not 
be available or applicable to Hong Kong investors. Such matters include (but are not 
limited to): 
 information relating to unit classes other than Class H; 
 switching of units of the Fund to units of other funds managed by the Manager; 
 election for automatic dividend reinvestments; 
 periodic subscription service; and 
 customization of information service through the Manager’s website in the 

Mainland.  
 
Investors should carefully review the Prospectus, the Hong Kong Covering and the 
Product KFS, and are advised to enquire with authorized distributors for details. 
Different authorized distributors may provide different types of service associated with 
investment in the Fund. Please check with the authorized distributors for details.  
 
Units Offered to Hong Kong Investors 
 
The Fund is currently offering different classes of units in the Fund whereby Class A units are 
offered in the Mainland of the People’s Republic of China (the “Mainland”) (defined for this 
purpose only to exclude Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, Macau Special 
Administrative Region or Taiwan area), and class H units are offered in Hong Kong. 
 
Only class H units (hereinafter referred to as “Units” or “Class H Units”) are currently available 
to Hong Kong investors and are denominated in RMB. Class H Units are initially issued at 
launch on the first Joint Business Day (as defined below) at the net asset value (hereinafter 
referred to as “NAV”) per unit of the existing Class A units of the Fund for that day, and 
thereafter are issued at the NAV per Class H Unit calculated after Mainland market closes for 
each relevant day on which Class H Units are dealt (please refer to the section below 
“Publication of Information” for further details regarding prices of Class H Units). 
 
Class H Units are subject to the following:  
 Minimum initial subscription – RMB 10  
 Minimum subsequent subscription –RMB 10 
 Minimum holding – Nil 
 Minimum redemption – Nil 
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The Manager retains the right to offer additional class(es) of units of the Fund, which may be 
differentiated as to applicable fees, distribution rights and/or other features unique to each 
class(es). Holders of units of the same class shall have the same rights as to distributions on 
a pro-rata basis. 
 
MRF in Hong Kong  
 
Under the MRF arrangement, securities investment funds regulated by the CSRC and offered 
to the public in the Mainland may be authorized by the SFC and offered to the public in Hong 
Kong subject to additional requirements imposed by the SFC. 
 
MRF arrangement operates on the principles that:  
 
a) the Fund meets the eligibility requirements released by the SFC from time to time; 
b) the Fund shall remain authorized by or registered with the CSRC and is allowed to be 

marketed to the public within the Mainland; 
c) the Fund shall generally operate and be managed in accordance with the relevant laws 

and regulations in the Mainland and its constitutive documents; 
d) the sale and distribution of the Fund in Hong Kong shall comply with the applicable laws 

and regulations in Hong Kong; 
e) the Fund will comply with the additional rules released by the SFC governing the 

authorization or registration, post-authorization and ongoing compliance, and the sale 
and distribution of the Fund in Hong Kong; and 

f) the Manager shall ensure holders of both the Mainland and Hong Kong receive fair and 
the same treatment, including in respect of investor protection, exercise of rights, 
compensation and disclosure of information. 

 
The Fund has to meet the following eligibility requirements under the MRF arrangement for 
SFC authorization: 
 
a) the Fund is of an eligible fund type under MRF;  
b) the Fund is established, managed and operates in accordance with Mainland laws and 

regulations and its constitutive documents; 
c) the Fund is a publicly offered securities investment fund registered with the CSRC under 

the Securities Investment Fund Law of the People's Republic of China; 
d) the Fund is established for more than 1 year; 
e) the Fund has a minimum fund size of not less than RMB 200 million or its equivalent in a 

different currency; 
f) the Fund does not primarily invest in the Hong Kong market; and 
g) the value of units in the Fund sold to investors in Hong Kong shall not be more than 50% 

of the value of the Fund’s total assets. 
 

If the Fund ceases to meet any of the requirements under the MRF arrangement following 
SFC authorization, it may not continue to be marketed in Hong Kong and not be allowed to 
accept new subscriptions, and the Manager is required to notify the SFC immediately.  
 
Hong Kong Representative 
 
Principal Investment & Retirement Services Limited is appointed as the Hong Kong 
Representative of the Fund (the “Hong Kong Representative”).  
 
Principal Investment & Retirement Services Limited will perform the duties required of a 
Hong Kong representative as prescribed under the SFC’s Code on Unit Trusts and Mutual 
Funds and as accordingly agreed under the Hong Kong Representative Agreement. 
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The registered address and contact information of the Hong Kong Representative are: 
 
30/F, Millennium City 6, 
392 Kwun Tong Road,   
Kwun Tong, Kowloon  
 
Tel: 2117 8383 
Fax: 2801 5690 (General Enquiries), 2918 1461 (Dealings) 
Email: Investors-Asia@principal.com 

 
Distributor 
 
The Hong Kong Representative has been appointed by the Manager as the exclusive 
distributor of the Fund in Hong Kong, and the Hong Kong Representative may from time to 
time appoint sub-distributor(s) of the Fund in Hong Kong (each an “Authorized Distributor”) 
licensed by or registered with the SFC. 
 
Dealings in Units 
 
Hong Kong investors may apply for subscription or redemption of Class H Units through the 
Hong Kong Representative or Authorized Distributors on each Hong Kong Business Day. 
Hong Kong investors will be unable to apply for subscription or redemption of Units through 
the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor on a day not a Hong Kong 
Business Day, despite such day being a Mainland Working Day.  
 
Dealing in Class H Units will be processed on each Joint Business Day. Applications for 
subscription or redemption of Units received on a Hong Kong Business Day will only be 
processed on the same Hong Kong Business Day if it is a Joint Business Day (as defined 
below) and received before the Daily Dealing Cut-off Time, or otherwise on the next Joint 
Business Day, in accordance with and subject to the procedures as described below. There 
will be no dealing in Class H Units on a day not a Joint Business Day.  
 
For the purpose of this document, a "Hong Kong Business Day" means any day on which 
commercial banks in Hong Kong are open for business (other than a Saturday, Sunday or 
other day under Hong Kong law or regulations on which commercial banks in Hong Kong are 
required or authorized to close (including but not limited to any day where, as a result of a 
number 8 typhoon signal or higher or a black rain storm warning or other similar event in Hong 
Kong, the period during which banks in Hong Kong are open for normal banking business on 
any day is reduced, such day shall not be a Hong Kong Business Day)). The term “Mainland 
Working Day” is being a day the Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
are both open for trading. A “Joint Business Day” means a Hong Kong Business Day which 
is also a Mainland Working Day.    
 
Order Processing and Dealing Cut-off 
 
Hong Kong investors may submit their subscription and redemption orders for Class H Units 
(the “Dealing Orders”) to the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor on a 
Hong Kong Business Day.  
 
The Dealing Orders received by the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor 
in Hong Kong on any Hong Kong Business Day which is not a Joint Business Day will be 
processed on the next Joint Business Day.  
 
The Dealing Orders received in Hong Kong on any Joint Business Day shall (i) be processed 
on the same day if received before the daily dealing cut-off time, which shall be no later than 
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3:00 p.m. (Hong Kong time) (the “Daily Dealing Cut-off Time”), or (ii) if received after the 
Daily Dealing Cut-off Time, be processed on the next Joint Business Day. Certain Authorized 
Distributors may set different earlier cut-off times. There may also be changes to the dealing 
and cut-off time arrangements as a result of market events. Investors should inquire with the 
Hong Kong Representative or their individual Authorized Distributor regarding the related 
dealing and cut-off time arrangements.   
 
For the purpose of this document, the day which the Dealing Orders are processed shall be 
referred to as the “Trade Date”.  
 
The Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor will forward the Dealing Orders 
according to such operational process as agreed with the Manager, to, as the case may be, 
the Manager or such appointed transfer agent (in such capacity, as the “Transfer Agent”) for 
review. The Transfer Agent will review such Dealing Orders and, if in order, process them for 
confirmation and allotment or redemption of Units or payment of redemption proceeds (as 
applicable). The Transfer Agent will only process subscription orders upon full payment and 
clearance of subscription monies from the investors, and the Transfer Agent will only process 
a redemption order if the investor has an adequate number of Units in the investor’s account.  
 
Cross-border payment of funds for settlement of the Dealing Orders shall be arranged by the 
Hong Kong Representative or by an Authorized Distributor to such account designated by the 
Manager or its agent, and cleared in respect of each Trade Date on a consolidated basis.  
 
Investors should note that the Dealing Orders received by the Hong Kong Representative or 
an Authorized Distributor are not successful until actually processed by the Manager or the 
Transfer Agent on its behalf.  
  
More detailed instructions for submitting the Dealing Orders are found below. 
 
Subscriptions 
 
Application to Subscribe Units 
To make an initial investment, investors should carefully read the contents of the Prospectus, 
the Product KFS and this document, complete the relevant application form for subscription 
received from the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor and return it to the 
Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor together with such accompanying or 
additional information or documents as may be required by the Hong Kong Representative or 
an Authorized Distributor. 
 
Payment for Subscription of Units 
Payment shall be made in cleared funds in RMB and can be made by cheque, bank wire or 
telegraphic transfer or in such other manner as acceptable to the Hong Kong Representative 
or an Authorized Distributor. 
 
Payment of subscription amounts should be made in full, net of any wire transfer fees or other 
bank charges. All wire transfer fees or bank charges will be borne by the applicants. Investors 
should check with the Hong Kong Representative or the Authorized Distributors for further 
details.  
 
If payment is made in any other currency, the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized 
Distributor may in its discretion arrange for the necessary foreign exchange transactions (at 
the prevailing market exchange rates i.e. the market exchange rate applied by the bank at the 
relevant time of currency conversion) before the subscription request is forwarded to the 
Manager and/or the Transfer Agent. All charges and expenses in relation to the foreign 
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exchange transaction shall be borne by the relevant investor. Investors should check with the 
Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor for further details.   
 
No money should be paid to any intermediary in Hong Kong who is not licensed or 
registered to carry on Type 1 regulated activity under Part V of the Securities and 
Futures Ordinance. 
 
Confirmation of Subscription of Units 
Investors whose application forms for subscription of Units are accepted will be allotted Units 
on the Mainland Working Day following the Trade Date at a price based on the NAV per Unit 
determined as of the relevant Trade Date.  
 
Investors will receive such number of Units for the net subscription amount after deduction of 
relevant subscription fee (as set out in the Prospectus and supplemented in the section entitled 
"Fees and Expenses" below). 
 
Net subscription amount = subscription amount / (1 + applicable subscription fee rate*)  
 
Number of Units = Net subscription amount / NAV per Unit on Trade Date  
 
(*Subscription fee rate shall not exceed 5% of the subscription amount.)  
 
A confirmation note will be sent to investors following the subscription of Units within 2 Joint 
Business Days following the Trade Date, providing full details of the transaction. Investors 
transacting orders through the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor should 
inquire with the Hong Kong Representative or their Authorized Distributor regarding the timing 
for providing confirmation of subscription. 
 
Circumstances for Possible Rejection or Suspension of Subscription 
The Manager may suspend or reject subscription of units in certain circumstances as 
permitted and described in the Prospectus. In the event of a suspension of subscription of the 
Fund, Hong Kong investors shall be informed at the same time as Mainland investors, by such 
notification published as soon as possible, at such website designed for Hong Kong investors 
(See below section entitled “Publication of Information”). In addition, the Manager has the 
discretion to reject certain subscription(s) where it considers that such subscription may 
adversely affect the Fund and its existing Unitholders. 
 
The MRF arrangement is subject to an overall quota restriction. Subscription of Units in the 
Fund may be suspended at any time if such quota is used up.   
 
One of the continuing eligibility requirements for the Fund to be authorized by the SFC is that 
the value of the Units in the Fund sold to Hong Kong investors shall not be more than 50% of 
the value of the Fund’s total assets. The Manager will need to manage the subscription of 
Units in the Fund to ensure that the Fund complies with such ongoing requirement. When the 
Fund is approaching such limit, the Manager should notify the SFC in writing immediately, and 
the Manager shall apply such measures as necessary and appropriate to avoid breaching the 
limit, including suspending subscription or applying a fair arrangement to apportion 
subscription orders until the 50% limit is reached. There is a risk that Hong Kong investors 
may not be able to subscribe for the number of Units they apply for (or may not be able to 
subscribe for any Units at all). However, compulsory redemption of Units held by Hong Kong 
investors will not be required. Hong Kong investors can continue to hold their existing Units in 
the Fund. 
 
Investors should note that an application for subscription may potentially be rejected or only 
partially accepted in such circumstances described above. 
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Redemptions 
 
Redemption applications may be made by completing relevant redemption form as obtained 
from the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor and returning it to the Hong 
Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor.  
 
Provided there are sufficient available Units held to the account of the Unitholder seeking 
redemption, applications for redemption that are accepted shall be confirmed on the Mainland 
Working Day following the Trade Date and effected at a price based on the NAV per Unit 
determined as of the relevant Trade Date. Please refer to the section entitled “Order 
Processing and Dealing Cut-off” regarding dealing and cut-off time arrangement for 
application for redemption. 
 
Investors will receive such net redemption amount after deduction of relevant redemption fee 
(as set out in the Prospectus and supplemented in the section entitled "Fees and Expenses" 
below). 
 
Redemption Amount = NAV per Unit on Trade Date × Number of Units Redeemed 
 

Redemption Fee = Redemption Amount  Rate of applicable redemption fee 
 
Net Redemption Amount = Redemption Amount – Redemption Fee 
 
A confirmation note following the redemption of Units shall be issued within 2 Joint Business 
Days following the Trade Date, providing full details of the transaction. Investors transacting 
orders through the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor should inquire with 
the Hong Kong Representative or their Authorized Distributor regarding the timing for providing 
confirmation of redemption.  
 
Provided that a properly documented redemption request is given to the Hong Kong 
Representative or an Authorized Distributor, payment of redemption proceeds for Hong Kong 
investors shall be made by the Manager through the Transfer Agent within 7 Mainland Working 
Days of Trade Date, net of applicable redemption fee (See below section entitled “Fees and 
Expenses”) and shall be paid in RMB, subject to circumstances of massive redemptions as 
described below. However, Hong Kong investors should note that the timing for receiving 
cross-border payment of redemption proceeds from the Manager may be subject to exchange 
controls, applicable regulatory, tax or other requirements and which may cause delay. Bank 
charges incurred in making redemption payments shall be borne by the investor. For dealing 
in Units through the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor, investors are 
advised to obtain information on settlement from the Hong Kong Representative or the 
relevant Authorized Distributor. Redemption proceeds shall be paid to the redeeming 
Unitholder only, no request for third party payment shall be accepted.  
 
Suspension of redemption or deferral of redemption payment 
 
Investors should carefully read the contents of the Prospectus on the redemption process of 
the Fund including the circumstances under which redemption of units (including Units) may 
be suspended or payment of redemption proceeds may be deferred. Redemptions may be 
suspended when the Fund is unable to operate due to a situation of force majeure, or when 
the NAV of the Fund cannot be calculated due to an exceptional cessation of trading of the 
relevant Mainland stock exchanges. In situations of massive redemptions or continuing 
massive redemptions resulting in cash flow difficulties, redemption of units (including Units) 
may be suspended or deferred, or there may be delay of payment of redemption proceeds for 
accepted redemptions.  
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As described in the Prospectus, when submitting applications for redemption, the redeeming 
Unitholder of Class H Units may elect whether (1) to defer or (2) to cancel their redemption 
application on such part not redeemed in an event the redemption request will not be met or 
fully met on the relevant Trade Date. Hong Kong investors should confirm with the Hong Kong 
Representative or Authorized Distributor as to the applicable arrangement.  
 
Where redemptions are met but payment of redemption proceeds is delayed due to continuing 
massive redemptions, payment shall be made as soon as practicable and in any event shall 
be deferred no more than 20 Mainland Working Days as described in the Prospectus, but 
Hong Kong investors should note that cross-border payment of redemption proceeds may be 
subject to further delay due to exchange controls, applicable regulatory, tax or other 
requirements. 
 
While the Prospectus describes circumstances of possible compulsory redemption of units 
held by investors holding less than the prescribed minimum holding requirement, Class H 
Units are not subject to any minimum holding requirement and accordingly is not subject to 
such compulsory redemption. 
 
Investors should note the “Massive redemptions risk” under the risks section below. 
 
Distributions 
 
The Manager will, if relevant conditions for distribution as set out in the Prospectus have been 
satisfied, make payment of dividends for the Fund. Although the Prospectus refers to 
dividends being payable in cash or may be reinvested into units at the election of unitholders, 
the facility for reinvestment of dividends is currently not available for Class H Unitholders. Until 
such facility becomes available, dividends of Class H Units will be paid in cash.   
 
Investors should note that the Manager may in its discretion pay dividends out of capital or 
pay dividends out of gross income while charging all or part of the Fund’s fees and expenses 
to the capital of the Fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of 
dividends by the Fund and therefore, the Fund may effectively pay dividends out of capital. 
The compositions of the dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid from net distributable income 
and capital) for the last 12 months are available from the Manager or the Hong Kong 
Representative upon request and also on the website where information relating to the Fund 
is provided to Hong Kong investors (See below under “Publication of Information”). 
 
Where payment of dividends are made out of capital or effectively out of capital, this 
may amount to a return or withdrawal of part of an investor’s original investment or 
from any capital gains attributable to that original investment, and such payment of 
dividends may result in an immediate decrease of the NAV per unit of the Fund. The 
Fund may amend the dividend policy, subject to regulatory approval and prior notice 
to investors. 
 
Fees and Expenses 

 
The Fund is subject to the payment of fees and expenses as set forth in the Prospectus which 
also applies to Class H. Please refer to the Prospectus for a description of fees and expenses 
borne by the Fund. However, investors should note that although the Prospectus refers to a 
potential distribution service fee of up to 1% chargeable to the Fund, such fee is currently not 
charged to the Fund and the Manager has no intention of charging such fee. Not less than 
one month’s prior notice will be given to Unitholders if the Manager determines in future to 
charge such service fee.  
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Separate from fees and expenses borne by the Fund, subscription fee and redemption fee 
may be applicable and borne by investors respectively on the subscription and redemption of 
units.  
 
Subscription and redemption fees shall be charged and calculated as permitted under the 
constitutive document of the Fund (i.e. its fund contract) and as described in the Prospectus, 
provided however that notwithstanding other alternative or tiered rates as described in the 
Prospectus: 
 

 Subscription fee for Class H Units shall be charged as a front-end load (upfront fee) at 
the time of subscription (not as back-end deferred subscription fee chargeable on 
redemption). Subscription fees shall be charged for the account of the Hong Kong 
Representative and/or the Authorized Distributors.  

 Subscription fee for Class H Units for Hong Kong investors may be up to 5.0% payable 
on the subscription amount, with the actual rate of subscription fee as determined by the 
Hong Kong Representative or the Authorized Distributor. 

 A redemption fee of flat rate of 0.125% shall apply on redemption of Class H Units. The 
redemption fee shall be retained by the Fund. 
 

Please contact the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor for more 
information and details of the applicable fees. 
 
Switching 
 
Switching of Units in the Fund into units of any fund(s) managed by the Manager not 
authorized by the SFC for public offer to Hong Kong investors is not permitted. Switching from 
the Fund to another fund of the Manager authorized by the SFC for public offer to Hong Kong 
investors is not currently available. The details of the relevant arrangement for switching of 
Units shall be provided to Hong Kong investors when such facility is available. 
 
Publication of Information 
 
The NAV of Class H Units of the Fund is calculated on each Mainland Working Day and such 
other days as required by Mainland laws and regulations, including 30 June and 31 December 
even if these dates are not Mainland Working Days.  
 
Prices for Fund Units (i.e. NAV per Class H Unit) will be published on a daily basis on the 
website for Hong Kong investors: (www.principal.com.hk), which is issued by the Hong Kong 
Representative. This website has not been reviewed by the SFC. 
 
The NAV per Class H Unit shall be calculated by the Manager and reviewed by the Custodian 
using the following formula: 
 
NAV per Class H Unit = NAV of Class H Fund assets on valuation day / total number of Class 
H Units  
 
If the calculation of the NAV of Units or subscription or redemption of Units of the Fund is 
suspended, notice of such suspension will be filed with the SFC and published on the website 
for Hong Kong investors as soon as possible, in any event within 2 days following such 
decision to suspend is taken and at least once a month during the period of suspension. For 
any suspension or deferral of dealings of the Fund requiring notification to the CSRC, the SFC 
shall also be notified correspondingly. 
 

http://www.principal.com.hk/
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The Fund’s Prospectus is updated and registered with the CSRC every six (6) months. The 
current version of the Fund’s Prospectus, this document, the Product KFS, all circulars, notices, 
announcements (including on any suspension of dealing or calculation of NAV and the end of 
any period of suspension) issued in respect of the Fund, financial reports and the latest 
available subscription and redemption prices or NAV of the Fund will be published on the 
website referred to above. The said website shall be in English and Traditional Chinese.  
 
Hong Kong investors may make enquiries or requests to view or obtain information or 
documents relating to the Fund by contacting the Hong Kong Representative (See below – 
“Enquiries and Complaints” and “Availability of Documents”). 
 
Any changes to the Fund shall be made subject to the requirements of the fund contract and 
where applicable, subject to the approval of the CSRC and the requirements of the CSRC and 
Mainland laws and regulations as relevant. Such changes shall be effective upon approval by 
the CSRC, where required, or by compliance with appropriate procedures under Mainland 
laws and regulations, and shall thereafter be filed with the SFC.  
 
Changes that concern the eligibility of the Fund under the MRF will require SFC’s prior 
approval, for example changes in investment objective, investment strategy or key operators 
(including the Manager and the Custodian) will generally require the SFC’s prior approval. 
Further, in respect of certain issues that affect Hong Kong investors only (e.g. change of Hong 
Kong Representative), SFC's prior approval may be required. 
 
Changes shall be notified to Hong Kong investors in English and Traditional Chinese in 
accordance with relevant requirements (including posting relevant notices on the website 
issued by the Hong Kong Representative for Hong Kong investors in English and Traditional 
Chinese). The Manager and the Hong Kong Representative will take reasonable steps and 
measures to ensure that the offering documents and ongoing disclosure of information 
(including periodic financial reports, notices and announcements) will be made available to 
Hong Kong investors and Mainland investors at the same time, except for any notice to 
Mainland investors which is issued only in respect of classes of units (if any) of the Fund not 
available in Hong Kong and not relevant to Hong Kong investors, or relate solely to issues that 
have no impact on Hong Kong investors. 
 
Reports and Accounts 
 
Printed copies of the audited annual reports and accounts and the unaudited semi-annual and 
quarterly reports of the Fund (collectively the “Reports”) will not be sent to Hong Kong 
investors. However, printed copies of the Reports will be made available at the registered 
office of the Hong Kong Representative on request free of charge and soft copies of the 
Reports will be available on the Hong Kong Representative’s website (www.principal.com.hk). 
This website has not been reviewed by the SFC. Hong Kong investors will be notified when 
these Reports are available, which shall be within 90 days of the end of the relevant period for 
the audited annual reports, within 60 days of the end of the relevant period for semi-annual 
reports, and within 15 Mainland Working Days of the end of the relevant period for quarterly 
reports.  
 
The Reports will be issued in Simplified Chinese only, and will be prepared in accordance with 
Mainland requirements. However, the Reports shall be made available to Hong Kong investors 
together with such additional information as required by the SFC from time to time to be 
furnished to Hong Kong investors.   
 
Upon request by investors, specific information regarding the Reports will be made available 
to Hong Kong investors in English and/or Traditional Chinese free of charge. Investors may 

http://www.principal.com.hk/
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send such requests to the Hong Kong Representative at the address provided below, under 
“Enquiries and Complaints”. 
 
Bilingual Documents 
 
While the Prospectus of the Fund available to Mainland investors is in Simplified Chinese, the 
Hong Kong offering documents of the Fund comprising of the Prospectus of the Fund, this 
document and the Product KFS, all of which are made available to Hong Kong investors in the 
English language and in Traditional Chinese language, taking into account market practice 
and customary use of Chinese language in Hong Kong. Notices of the Fund and such 
additional information issued to Hong Kong investors shall also be in English and Traditional 
Chinese.   
 
However, the constitutive document of the Fund (i.e. the fund contract) and the Reports (as 
noted above) shall be available to Hong Kong investors only in Simplified Chinese (except 
specific information shall be made available in English and Traditional Chinese upon the 
request of investors by submitting a written request to an Authorized Distributor or the Hong 
Kong Representative).  Investors who are not conversant in Simplified Chinese should 
therefore consider the language barriers that limit full understanding of the governing 
contractual provisions of the Fund and whether this may negatively impact the interest of such 
investors.  
 
Voting at Meeting of Unitholders 
 
Unitholders shall have one voting right for each voting unit of Units that they hold. Votes may 
be given in person, by proxy or in another way as permitted and described under the 
Prospectus and as further detailed in notices of meetings of Unitholders.  
 
Nominee Arrangement 
 
As is common market practice for other publicly offered funds in Hong Kong, investors may 
hold Units in the Fund through the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor (as 
the case may be) as nominee (“Nominee”) on behalf of Unitholders. Under such arrangement, 
the Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor (but not the underlying investors) 
will be the named Unitholder on the system and records of the Fund’s Transfer Agent. The 
Hong Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor shall maintain records on the holdings 
of Units of their underlying investors, and shall exercise voting rights of Unitholders according 
to the instructions of underlying Unitholders. Details of such arrangement shall be further set 
out in notices of Unitholders’ meetings. 
 
Hong Kong investors should note that under the Nominee arrangement, only the name of the 
Nominee and not of the underlying investor will be registered as Unitholder, and therefore the 
exercise of rights as Unitholder (including but not limited to the right to take any legal action 
against the Manager and the Custodian) shall be made only by the Nominee for and on behalf 
of the underlying investor or exercisable only through the Nominee, and subject to the 
maintenance of records by the Nominee on the interest of the underlying Hong Kong investors 
in Units.  
 
Unitholders will be notified by the Nominee as soon as possible upon notification by the 
Manager regarding meetings of Unitholders including information such as meeting date, time 
and resolutions, in both English and Traditional Chinese languages. The specific arrangement 
for the exercise of voting rights by an underlying investor may be subject to further specific 
terms or procedures as specified by the Nominee. Investors should contact the Hong Kong 
Representative or the Authorized Distributors for further details.  
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Accordingly, Hong Kong investors should understand the difference in position from Mainland 
investors where Mainland investors are directly registered as Unitholders and as such able to 
directly exercise rights as Unitholders. If in doubt, Hong Kong investors should seek 
professional advice.  
 
Fair Treatment of Mainland and Hong Kong Investors 
 
The Manager shall ensure that Mainland investors and Hong Kong investors will receive fair 
and the same treatment, including in respect of investor protection, exercise of rights, 
compensation and disclosure of information. 
 
Additional disclosures on investments of the Fund 
 
The Fund may invest in bond assets which may include urban investment bond and debt 
securities rated BB+ or below by a Mainland credit rating agency or unrated. The Fund may 
invest in asset-backed securities up to 20% of the Fund’s NAV. 
 
In respect of the Fund’s equities investments, the Fund may invest substantially in stocks listed 
and traded on the Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) Board, ChiNext market and/or the 
Science and Technology Innovation Board (STAR Board).  
 
Investors should also refer to the Prospectus and the Product KFS for the investment objective, 
investment strategies and other details on the Fund’s investments.  
 
Financial Derivative Investments  
 
The Fund does not use financial derivative instruments and if the Fund intends to engage in 
such transactions in the future, applicable regulatory approval from relevant regulatory 
authorities will be sought and at least one month’s prior notice will be given to investors before 
the Fund engages in such transactions.  
 
Notwithstanding the reference in the Prospectus to possible investment in warrants, the 
Manager currently does not invest in warrants. 
 
Stock Lending 
 
The Fund does not engage in stock lending transactions and if the Fund intends to engage in 
such transactions in the future, applicable regulatory approval from relevant regulatory 
authorities will be sought and at least one month’s prior notice will be given to investors before 
the Fund engages in such transactions.  
 
Repurchase and Reverse Repurchase Transactions 
 
The Manager may enter into repurchase transactions and reverse repurchase transactions for 
the account of the Fund.  Subject to complying with the minimum investment requirements to 
meet the Fund’s investment objective and strategy and the other applicable regulatory 
requirements, the Fund (i) is not subject to any limit when entering into reverse repurchase 
transactions on the exchange market and interbank market; and (ii) will enter into repurchase 
transactions on the exchange market and interbank market up to an aggregate total limit of 
40% of the Fund’s NAV. Applicable regulatory approval from relevant regulatory authorities 
will be sought and prior notice to investors will be given if there would be any change of such 
limit. 
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The Fund’s maximum level of leverage shall not exceed 40% of the Fund’s NAV. Applicable 
regulatory approval from relevant regulatory authorities will be sought and at least one month’ 
prior notice will be given to investors if there would be any change of such limit.  
 
 
 
Repurchase transactions and reverse repurchase transactions in the Mainland 
Repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions of the Fund in the Mainland will generally 
involve bond securities as pledged collateral where no transfer of ownership or title will occur. 
Repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions in the Mainland may be exchange traded or 
entered into on the Mainland interbank market.  
 
Exchange-traded repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions 

 Exchange-traded repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions are conducted on 
the Shanghai Stock Exchange or the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, and of which 
depository, clearing and settlement are undertaken through the China Securities 
Depository and Clearing Corporation Limited (“CSDC”) that operates a central 
counterparty system where the CSDC will act as the sole counterparty of all 
transactions and guarantee settlement. Exchange-traded repurchase and reverse 
repurchase transactions are subject to the rules of the relevant stock exchange and 
the relevant rules of CSDC as applicable, and ultimately subject to regulation by CSRC. 
 

 In exchange-traded repurchase transactions, the Fund borrows cash against collateral 
provided by the Fund, and shall at the end of the transaction repays cash and interest 
at agreed rate for the release of the collateral. The Fund is required to post sufficient 
bond securities as pledged collateral in favor of and under the custody of CSDC. Only 
qualified collateral (such as listed treasury bonds, local government bonds or corporate 
bonds) according to the requirements of CSDC and as published by CSDC and the 
relevant exchange may be accepted, subject to applicable haircut as published by 
CSDC and the relevant exchange. Transactions are marked-to-market daily, and the 
Fund is required to top up bond securities when market value of pledged collateral falls 
against cash borrowed under repurchase transactions.  

 

 When entering into exchange-traded reverse repurchase transactions, the Fund loans 
out cash against the obligation of the CSDC to repay cash together with interest 
income at agreed rate at the end of the transaction. The Fund’s counterparty risk in 
such transactions is only to the CSDC.  

 
Repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions on the interbank market 

 Repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions on the interbank market are subject 
to regulations by the People’s Bank of China (“PBOC”) and the relevant rules of the 
China Central Depository and Clearing Co., Ltd. (“CCDC”) and/or Shanghai Clearing 
House (as applicable as depository), and also the rules of the China Foreign Exchange 
Trade System (i.e. National Interbank Funding Centre) (“CFETS”) on which 
transactions are undertaken.  
 

 In repurchase transactions on the interbank market, the Fund borrows cash from and 
pledges collateral in favor of the counterparty to the transaction. In reverse repurchase 
transactions on the interbank market, the Fund loans out cash and receives a pledge 
over bond securities of the counterparty as collateral. The Fund’s transactions shall be 
undertaken with counterparties such as commercial banks, securities companies, 
insurance companies, fund management companies, finance companies, trust 
companies, and other institutional investors approved by PBOC to participate in the 
interbank market. Counterparties are selected by the Manager exercising due care and 
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diligence, taking into account factors such as the nature of the corporation, the 
reputation, the previous track record, regulated status and industry ranking.  

 

 For transactions on the interbank market, collateral is given on bond securities under 
custody with CCDC or Shanghai Clearing House as applicable, and registered as 
pledged in favor of the counterparty where the Fund enters into repurchase 
transactions, or in the case of reverse repurchase transactions, collateral is pledged in 
favor of the Fund. Collateral registered as pledged may not be used by either party to 
the transaction for further pledging or other dealings until the relevant transaction is 
settled and pledge over the collateral is released.  

 

 In reverse repurchase transactions on the interbank market, collateral that may be 
accepted by the Fund may include, but not limited to, treasury bonds, local government 
bonds, financial bonds, corporate bonds, enterprise bonds, medium term notes, central 
bank bills, and short-term financing bills. Collateral will be accepted only upon 
appropriate risk assessment by the Manager, taking into account factors such as the 
credit ratings of the collateral as rated by Mainland credit agencies, and the nature, 
industry prospects and financial status of the issuer, and subject further to prudent 
haircut policy depending on the credit rating of collateral or taking into account 
counterparty credit standing. The market value of collateral shall be at least equal to 
the cash placed out by the Fund at the time the transaction is entered into initially, 
however collateral on the interbank market are not marked-to-market. Transactions 
are generally of short duration, to mitigate market risk against collateral taken by the 
Fund. 
 

Cash proceeds (i.e. borrowed cash) received by the Fund from repurchase transactions may 
be used by the Fund for liquidity management or may be re-invested by the Fund. Given that 
collateral received from reverse repurchase transaction is placed under custody of the CSDC, 
CCDC or Shanghai Clearing House (as applicable), the Fund will not use the collateral for 
other repurchase transactions or to acquire cash for investment or liquidity management. All 
incremental incomes from reverse repurchase transactions shall be for the Fund’s account, 
taking into account any necessary deductions for costs relating to the entering into the 
repurchase or reverse repurchase transaction for the Fund (e.g. costs incurred by the security 
clearing body or financial institution arranging the repurchase/reverse repurchase transactions, 
the Manager, the Custodian or their connected persons).  
 
The Fund’s repurchase or reverse repurchase transactions may be carried out with or through 
the Manager, the Custodian or their connected person, provided that all such connected party 
transactions shall be effected at arm’s length and on best available terms (for example, any 
fee payable shall be on a commercial basis and no greater than the prevailing market rates 
for a transaction of the same scale and nature), and disclosure on such connected party 
transactions (including the fee retained by the Manager, the Custodian and their connected 
person) is made in the Fund’s annual and semi-annual reports. 
 
Risk Factors 
 
Investors should refer to the section headed “Risk Disclosure” of the Prospectus as are 
relevant to investment in the Fund and the following additional information in respect of the 
risks associated with investing in the Fund.  
 
Investment Risk  
 
The Fund is an investment fund. There is no guarantee of the repayment of principal or 
payment of dividend or distributions. Further, there is no guarantee that the Fund will be able 
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to achieve its investment objective and there is no assurance that the stated strategies can be 
successfully implemented.  
 
Risks Associated with the MRF Arrangement 
 Quota restrictions: The MRF arrangement is subject to an overall quota restriction. 

Subscription of Units in the Fund may be suspended at any time if such quota is used up. 
 Failure to meet eligibility requirements: If the Fund ceases to meet any of the eligibility 

requirements under the MRF, it may not be allowed to accept new subscriptions. In the 
worst scenario, the SFC may even withdraw its authorization for the Fund to be publicly 
offered in Hong Kong for breach of eligibility requirements. There is no assurance that 
the Fund can satisfy these requirements on a continuous basis. 

 Different market practices: Market practices in the Mainland and Hong Kong may be 
different. In addition, operational arrangements of the Fund and other public funds offered 
in Hong Kong may be different in certain ways. For example, subscriptions or 
redemptions of Units of the Fund may only be processed on a Joint Business Day when 
both Mainland and Hong Kong markets are open or it may have different cut-off times or 
dealing day arrangements versus other SFC-authorized funds. Investors should ensure 
that they understand these differences and their implications. 

 Mainland tax risk: Currently, certain tax concessions and exemptions are available to the 
Fund and/or its investors under the MRF regime. There is no assurance that such 
concessions and exemptions or Mainland tax laws and regulations will not change. Any 
change to the existing concessions and exemptions as well as the relevant laws and 
regulations may adversely affect the Fund and/or its investors and they may suffer 
substantial losses as a result. 

 
Specific Risks Relating to the Fund’s Investment 
 
Other than general investment risk, investors should note the following risks relating to the 
Fund’s investment.  
 
Mainland market risk/concentration risk 
The Fund’s investments in equities, fixed income and other investments will be limited to those 
securities in the Mainland market only. As the Fund invests primarily in securities related to 
the Mainland market, it is subject to additional concentration risk. Investing in the Mainland 
market may give rise to different risks including political, policy, tax, economic, foreign 
exchange, legal, regulatory and liquidity risks.   
 
Mainland equity risks 
 Market risk: The Fund’s investment in equity securities is subject to general market risks, 

whose value may fluctuate due to various factors, such as changes in investment 
sentiment, political and economic conditions and issuer-specific factors.  

 Volatility risk: High market volatility and potential settlement difficulties in the Mainland 
equity market may also result in significant fluctuations in the prices of the securities 
traded on such markets and thereby may adversely affect the value of the Fund. 
Investments in Mainland equity market are subject to higher liquidity risk as compared to 
markets in more developed countries which may also result in higher price volatility and 
transaction costs. The Fund may suffer substantial loss if it is not able to dispose of 
investments at a time it desires. 

 Risk associated with small-capitalisation / mid-capitalisation companies: The Fund may 
invest in companies of smaller or mid-capitalisation. The stocks of small-capitalisation/ 
mid-capitalisation companies may have lower liquidity and their prices are more volatile 
to adverse economic developments than those of larger capitalisation companies in 
general.  
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 Liquidity risk: Securities market in the Mainland may be less liquid than other developed 
markets. The Fund may suffer substantial losses if it is not able to dispose of investments 
at a time it desires. 

 High valuation risk: Stocks listed on the Mainland stock exchanges may have a higher 
price-earnings ratio. Such high valuation may not be sustainable. 

 Policy risk: The Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange typically 
have the right to suspend or limit trading in any security traded on the relevant exchange. 
Where a suspension is effected, the Fund’s ability to trade in the Mainland stock 
exchanges may be adversely affected. The government or the regulators may also 
implement policies that may affect the financial markets. All these may have a negative 
impact on the Fund. 

 
Risks associated with the Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) Board, ChiNext market 
and/or the STAR Board:  

 Higher fluctuation on stock prices and liquidity risk: Listed companies on the SME board, 
ChiNext market and/or STAR Board are usually of emerging nature with smaller operating 
scale. In particular, listed companies on STAR Board are subject to wider price fluctuation 
limits, and due to higher entry thresholds for investors may have limited liquidity, 
compared to other boards. Hence, companies listed on these boards are subject to higher 
fluctuation in stock prices and liquidity risks and have higher risks and turnover ratios 
than companies listed on the main board.  

 Over-valuation risk: Stocks listed on SME board, ChiNext and/or STAR Board may be 
overvalued and such exceptionally high valuation may not be sustainable. Stock price 
may be more susceptible to manipulation due to fewer circulating shares. 

 Differences in regulation: The rules and regulations regarding companies listed on the 
ChiNext market and STAR Board are less stringent in terms of profitability and share 
capital than those in the main board and SME board.  

 Delisting risk: It may be more common and faster for companies listed on the SME board, 
ChiNext market and/or STAR Board to delist. In particular, STAR Board has stricter 
criteria for delisting compared to other boards. This may have an adverse impact on the 
Fund if the companies that it invests in are delisted. 

 Concentration risk: STAR Board is a newly established board and may have a limited 
number of listed companies during the initial stage. Investments in STAR Board may be 
concentrated in a small number of stocks and subject the Fund to higher concentration 
risk. 

 
Investments in the SME board, the ChiNext market and/or the STAR Board may result in 
significant losses for the Fund and its investors.  
 
Inflation risk  
Inflation risk is the risk that assets will lose value because of a decrease in the value of money. 
Inflation can reduce the purchasing power of income made on an investment in a fund as well 
as the intrinsic value of the investment. Investments in the Fund would be exposed in particular 
to Mainland inflation risks. 
 
Mainland debt securities risks 
 Volatility and liquidity risks: The Mainland debt securities markets may be subject to 

higher volatility and lower liquidity compared to more developed markets. The prices of 
securities traded in such markets may be subject to fluctuations. 

 Counterparty risk: The Fund is exposed to the credit/default risk of issuers of the debt 
securities that the Fund may invest in. 

 Interest rate risk: Investment in the Fund is subject to interest rate risk. In general, the 
prices of debt securities rise when interest rates fall, whilst their prices fall when interest 
rates rise. The Fund is exposed to additional policy risk of potential adjustment by the 
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government to the interbank deposit rate.  
 Downgrading risk: The credit rating of a debt instrument or its issuer may be downgraded 

subsequent to investment by the Fund. In the event of such downgrading, the value of 
the Fund may be adversely affected. The Manager may or may not be able to dispose of 
the debt instruments that are being downgraded. 

 Credit rating agency risk: The credit appraisal system in the Mainland and the rating 
methodologies employed in the Mainland may be different from those employed in other 
markets. Credit ratings given by Mainland rating agency may therefore not be directly 
comparable with those given by other international rating agencies.  

 Risk associated with urban investment bonds: The Fund may invest in urban investment 
bonds. Urban investment bonds are issued by local government financing vehicles 
(“LGFVs”), such bonds are typically not guaranteed by local governments or the central 
government of the Mainland. In the event that the LGFVs default on payment of principal 
or interest of the urban investment bonds, the Fund could suffer substantial loss and the 
NAV of the Fund could be adversely affected.  

 Risk associated with asset-backed securities: The Fund may invest in asset-backed 
securities (including asset-backed commercial papers) which may be highly illiquid and 
prone to substantial price volatility. These instruments may be subject to greater credit, 
liquidity and interest rate risk compared to other debt securities. They are often exposed 
to extension and prepayment risks and risks that the payment obligations relating to the 
underlying assets are not met, which may adversely impact the returns of the securities.  

 Risk associated with debt securities which are rated BB+ or below by a Mainland credit 
rating agency or unrated: The Fund may invest in debt securities rated BB+ or below by 
a Mainland credit rating agency or unrated. Such securities are generally subject to lower 
liquidity, higher volatility and greater risk of loss of principal and interest than high-rated 
debt securities. 

 
Risk associated with Repurchase and Reverse Repurchase Transactions 
The Manager may enter into repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions for the account 
of the Fund on the Mainland stock exchanges or in the interbank market. 

 The collateral pledged under the reverse repurchase transactions in the interbank 
market may not be marked-to-market. In addition, the Fund may suffer substantial loss 
when engaging in reverse repurchase transactions as there may be delay and 
difficulties in recovering cash placed out or realizing the collateral, or proceeds from 
the sale of the collateral may be less than the cash placed with the counterparty due 
to inadequate valuation of the collateral and market movements upon default of the 
counterparty.  

 For repurchase transactions, the Fund may suffer substantial loss as there may be 
delay and difficulties in recovering collateral pledged with the counterparty or the cash 
originally received may be less than the collateral pledged with the counterparty due 
to inadequate valuation of the collateral and market movements upon default of the 
counterparty.   

 
Currency and Conversion Risks 
Investors may have to convert Hong Kong dollar or other currencies into RMB when investing 
in Units of the Fund denominated in RMB, and subsequently convert the RMB redemption 
proceeds and/or dividend payment (if any) back to Hong Kong dollar or such other currencies. 
Investors will incur currency conversion costs and investors may suffer losses depending on 
the exchange rate movements of RMB relative to Hong Kong dollar or such other currencies. 
 
RMB is currently not freely convertible and is subject to exchange controls and restrictions. 
Non-RMB based investors are exposed to foreign exchange risk and there is no guarantee 
that the value of RMB against the investors’ base currency (for example Hong Kong dollar) 
will not depreciate. Any depreciation of RMB could adversely affect the value of investor’s 
investment in the Fund. Redemption proceeds and/or dividend payment (if any) that are 
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payable in RMB may be delayed due to exchange controls and restrictions applicable to RMB. 
Investors may not receive RMB upon redemption of investment. 
 
Risks relating to Payment of Dividends out of Capital 
Payment of dividends out of capital or effectively out of capital amounts to a return or 
withdrawal of part of an investor’s original investment or from any capital gains attributable to 
that original investment, and such distributions may result in an immediate decrease of the 
NAV per unit of the Fund.   
 
Taxation Risks 
Investors should note specific uncertainty in tax position and tax risks relating to potential tax 
liabilities on income and gains that arise from investing in, holding or disposing of Units in the 
Fund. Changes in tax regulations and/or tax provisioning policy of the Fund will impact 
investors. Investors who have sold/redeemed their interests prior to such change may not be 
impacted. Investors may be advantaged or disadvantaged depending upon whether and how 
the disposed gains and distributions from the Fund will ultimately be taxed and when the 
investors invest in the Fund. There are certain risks relating to Mainland tax regime and 
FATCA, as further described in the section below on “Taxation”. 
 
Risks Associated with Order Routing and Cross Border Transfer 
The MRF is a new initiative. Dealings in Units of the Fund, data transfer of subscription or 
redemptions, transfer agency functions may be conducted by or through systems, platforms 
or arrangements which are newly established and operating for MRF. Should there be any 
error or delay in the processing of data, registration of Units, transfer or settlement of funds, 
investors may directly or indirectly suffer losses.  
 
Risk Associated to Different Holidays in the Mainland and Hong Kong 
As applications for subscription and redemption of Units of the Fund will be processed only on 
Joint Business Days, Hong Kong investors would be unable to deal in Units on any day which 
is not a Hong Kong Business Day or any day which is not a Mainland Working Day (each term 
as defined above). Hong Kong investors should note that this may significantly impact the 
ability to subscribe for Units or redeem Units of the Fund, the timing and the price at which a 
subscription or redemption of Units may be processed.  
 
Massive Redemptions Risk 
Massive redemptions of units could require the Manager to liquidate investments of the Fund 
more rapidly than otherwise desirable in order to raise the necessary cash to fund the 
redemptions. This could adversely affect the NAV per unit of both units being redeemed and 
of remaining units. In the worst case, the Fund may have to suspend or delay the redemption 
process. Please refer to the arrangement around massive redemptions as described in the 
Prospectus and in the section above “Suspension of redemption or deferral of redemption 
payment ”. 
 
Other Risks 
This document does not describe all the risks relating to the Fund. Investors should read the 
chapter on risk disclosures of the Prospectus for other risks relating to the Fund. 
 
Taxation 
 
Prospective investors should consult their own professional advisers as to the 
implications of buying, holding or disposing of units in the Fund and as to the 
applicable tax requirements under the laws of the relevant jurisdiction(s) where they 
are subject to tax. 
 
Mainland Tax Considerations 
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Taxation for investors 
 
On 18 December 2015, The Ministry of Finance, the State of Administration of Taxation and 
the CSRC jointly released the Caishui [2015] No.125 (the “Notice”) which specifies the 
Mainland taxation for investments in Mainland securities investment funds under MRF 
(“Recognised Mainland Funds”) by Hong Kong investors or investors in Hong Kong (“Hong 
Kong Investors”), and as set out below: 
 
Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”) and Individual Income Tax (“IIT”) 
 
Income derived from disposal gains of Recognised Mainland Funds by Hong Kong Investors 
is temporarily exempt from CIT and IIT respectively. Income derived from distributions from 
Recognised Mainland Funds by Hong Kong investors would not be subject to CIT and IIT 
respectively. 
 
Business Tax (“BT”) 
 
BT is temporarily exempted on the disposal gains derived by Hong Kong Investors from trading 
of units of Recognised Mainland Funds. 
 
Stamp Duty 
 
Mainland Stamp Duty is temporarily not payable by Hong Kong Investors for the subscription, 
redemption, purchase, sales, transfer or inheritance of units/shares of Recognised Mainland 
Funds 
 
Taxation for Mainland Securities Investment Fund 
 
Pursuant to Caishui [2008] No. 1, gains realized from the trading of Mainland shares and 
bonds, dividend from Mainland shares, interest from Mainland bonds and other income by 
Mainland securities investment fund shall be temporarily exempted from CIT. 
 
Pursuant to Caishui [2002] No. 128, listed companies and issuers of bonds should withhold 
20% IIT from payment of dividends or interest to a Mainland securities investment fund. 
Pursuant to the Notice, income tax will be withheld at the rates of 10% and 7% respectively 
for dividends and interests declared by the Mainland issuers to Recognised Mainland Funds 
on the portion of dividends and interests attributable to Hong Kong Investors. 
 
In addition, sale of A-Shares and B-Shares ("Mainland Shares") is subject to Mainland stamp 
duty at a rate of 0.1% of the total proceed. However, the purchase of Mainland Shares is not 
subject to PRC Stamp Duty. 
 
Various tax reform policies have been implemented by the Mainland government in recent 
years, and existing tax laws and regulations may be revised or amended in the future. There 
is no assurance that current tax exemptions or incentives will not be abolished in the future. 
Investors should seek their own tax advice on their Mainland tax position with regard to their 
investment in the Recognised Mainland Fund.  
 
Hong Kong Taxation  
For so long as the Fund maintains its authorization with the SFC under the Securities and 
Futures Ordinance, the Fund is not liable to pay tax on profits arising in or derived from Hong 
Kong. 
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Investors resident in Hong Kong will not be subject to Hong Kong tax on distributions from the 
Fund or on gains realized on the redemption of Units in the Fund unless the acquisition and 
realization of Units in the Fund is or forms part of a trade, profession or business carried on in 
Hong Kong and the gains, not being regarded as capital in nature, are derived from or arisen 
in Hong Kong. Hong Kong stamp duty will not be payable on the issue or redemption and 
transfer of Units. 
 
The above information relating to taxation is based on the current enacted laws and existing 
practice of Hong Kong. It is not comprehensive and is subject to change. This information is 
general in nature and is not provided taking into account specific circumstances of any 
particular investors.  
 
FATCA and Identity of Beneficial Ownership and Withholding on Certain Payments 
The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act ("FATCA") is a tax law enacted in the United States 
(the “U.S.”) in March 2010 and which requires certain U.S. sourced payments (including 
dividends and interests, and potentially gross proceeds, paid by US payor made with respect 
to certain actual and deemed U.S. investments) to be subject to 30% U.S. withholding tax, 
effective July 2014. In order to avoid such withholding tax, "foreign financial institution" within 
the meaning of Section 1471(d)(4) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
(“FFI”) will generally be required to timely register with the United States Internal Revenue 
Service (the "Service") and agree to identify and report information with respect to certain 
direct and indirect U.S. account holders (including debt-holders and equity-holders). Failure to 
comply with such requirements may result in 30% withholding tax being applied.  
 
If the Fund becomes subject to such withholding tax, it will reduce the NAV of the Fund by the 
amount of the withholding imposed and may result in a material loss to investors and inhibit 
the Fund’s ability to pursue its investment strategy. 
 
The PRC has, in June 2014, reached an “agreement in substance” to enter into a Model 1 
(reciprocal) inter-governmental agreement with the United States (the "PRC IGA") to give 
effect to the foregoing withholding and reporting rules. While the PRC IGA has not been signed, 
it is expected that the PRC IGA will be entered into, although it will still need to be brought into 
force in PRC and enabling legislation in PRC will need to be enacted to give effect to the terms 
of the PRC IGA under PRC law. Under the PRC IGA and so long as the Manager and the 
Fund complies with the PRC IGA, the enabling legislation and the US treasury regulations as 
applicable, the Manager anticipates that the Fund will not be subject to the related U.S. 
withholding tax.  
 
The Manager has registered as a Reporting Model 1 FFI under FATCA and obtained its Global 
Intermediary Identification Number (“GIIN”) as an FFI and as a sponsoring entity. If and when 
required under applicable law or regulations including such rules relating to the entry into force 
of the PRC IGA, the Manager shall take such action and introduce additional requirements as 
necessary to be FATCA compliant. The Manager, as a sponsoring entity, will also assist the 
Fund in fulfilling the FATCA registration, due diligence, reporting and withholding requirements. 
 
Investors in the Fund may be required to provide to the Manager (or in certain cases, the Hong 
Kong Representative or an Authorized Distributor, intermediary or certain other entities 
through which such investor invests (each, an “Intermediary”)) information for identifying any 
direct and indirect U.S. ownership. Under the PRC IGA, any such information provided to the 
Manager (or, if applicable, an Intermediary) will likely be required to be reported to PRC 
competent authority, instead of reporting directly to the Service, and will be under exchange 
of information between the PRC and US authorities.  
 
An investor who fails to provide the required information to the Manager (or, if applicable, an 
Intermediary) for identifying any direct and indirect U.S. ownership, or to register and agree to 
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identify such account holders (as applicable), may be subject to the 30% withholding tax with 
respect to its share of any U.S. sourced payments. While the Manager intends for the Fund to 
be FATCA compliant, this cannot be assured due to complexities in the relevant regulations 
and arrangement and to the potential risks of non-compliance by investors in the Fund. The 
Manager may take any action permitted in relation to an investor's Units or redemption 
proceeds to ensure that if the Fund suffers withholding, such withholding is economically borne 
by the relevant investor whose failure to provide the necessary information or comply with 
such requirements gave rise to the withholding, subject to applicable laws and regulations and 
provided that the Manager acts in good faith and on reasonable grounds. If the Fund becomes 
subject to withholding, this could have an adverse impact on the Fund and its NAV, and 
amounts subject to withholding may not be refundable to the Fund.    
 
Investors should consult their own tax advisors regarding the possible implications of FATCA 
rules on their investments in the Fund, their particular circumstances and the information to 
be provided and disclosed to the Manager (or an Intermediary), which may potentially be 
ultimately provided to the Service. The foregoing FATCA information does not constitute 
advice to, and is not intended for reliance as such by, any person. 
 
Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance of Hong Kong 
 
Hong Kong investors should take note of any information or statement relating to personal 
data collection in Hong Kong provided by the Manager, the Hong Kong Representative or any 
Authorized Distributor. 
 
Pursuant to the provisions of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (Chapter 468 of the Laws 
of Hong Kong) (“PDPO”), the Manager and/or the Hong Kong Representative and/or 
Authorized Distributor, or their agents or delegates, (each a “Data User”), may collect, hold, 
use personal data of individual investors in the Fund only for the purposes for which such data 
was collected, principally in connection with the dealing and/or holding of Units in the Fund or 
such other purposes as expressly stated and agreed. Investors should note that data may be 
transferred outside of Hong Kong, including to the Manager or its agents or delegates in the 
Mainland. Data Users shall comply with relevant personal data protection principles, and/or 
requirements as set out in the PDPO and all other applicable regulations and rules governing 
personal data use in Hong Kong from time to time. Accordingly, each Data User shall take all 
practicable steps to ensure that the personal data collected, held and processed by them are 
protected against unauthorized or accidental access, processing, erasure or other use. 
 
Enquiries and Complaints 
 
All enquiries and complaints relating to the Fund and requests to view or obtain documents 
relating to the Fund should be addressed to the Hong Kong Representative, Principal 
Investment & Retirement Services Limited, at the address: 30/F, Millennium City 6, 392 
Kwun Tong Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon. Principal Investment & Retirement Services 
Limited can also be contacted by telephone at +852 2117 8383.  
 
The Hong Kong Representative will respond to investor's enquires or complaints in writing as 
soon as practicable. 
 
Availability of Documents 
 
For as long as the Fund maintains its authorization with the SFC, copies of the following 
documents in relation to the Fund may be inspected free of charge during usual business 
hours at the offices of Hong Kong Representative (whose address is given above) and copies 
obtained at a reasonable charge (except for items (a) and (d) copies of which can be obtained 
free of charge): 
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(a) the current version of the Prospectus of the Fund, this document and the Product Key 

Facts Statement of the Fund which are part of the Hong Kong offering documents, which 
shall be available in English and Traditional Chinese; 

(b) the constitutive document of the Fund, being the fund contract between CCB Principal 
Asset Management Co., Ltd. as the Manager and Industrial and Commercial Bank of 
China Limited as the Custodian registered with the CSRC, as amended from time to time, 
which shall be available in Simplified Chinese (except for specific information made 
available in English and Traditional Chinese upon request of investors); 

(c) the custodian agreement of the Fund between the Manager and the Custodian, which 
shall be available in Simplified Chinese; 

(d) the latest published Reports, which shall be available in Simplified Chinese(except for 
specific information made available in English and Traditional Chinese upon request of 
investors); 

(e) the Agreement appointing the Hong Kong Representative to act as such, which shall be 
available in English and Traditional Chinese;  

(f) the notices and announcements relating to the Fund to Hong Kong investors, which shall 
be available in English and Traditional Chinese; and 

(g) such other documents relating to the Fund as listed in the Prospectus as available for 
inspection by investors, which shall be available in Simplified Chinese. 

 
Solicitors 
 
The Hong Kong solicitors firm to the Manager in respect of the Fund is Vivien Teu & Co LLP 
at 17/F, 29 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong. 
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